
Programme of the Complex Systems Dynamics (CoSyDy) Meeting 
Leeds, 5th June 2013: “Complexity in Economics and Social Dynamics” 

Organizer: Dr Mauro Mobilia (Applied Maths, Leeds)

• 12.45: Buffet lunch (School of Mathematics' foyer, level 9)

• 13.25: Welcome 

• 13.30-14.15: Prof. Peter Grindrod (Reading), “BIG Data: Real Time Insights and Scaling -Up”
Abstract: Big Data has Velocity and Volume, and  both pose challenges. Here we shall look at an example 
problem of monitoring, modeling and anticipating evolving networks based on P2P communications and derive 
some possible responses. We shall  also look at some other challenges related to behaviour and identity.

• 14.20-15.05: Dr. Hannah Fry (UCL), “Investigating strategies for the policing of disorder, based  
on the London riots”
Abstract: In August 2011, several areas of London and other cities in the UK experienced episodes of large-
scale disorder, comprising looting, rioting and violence. Much of the subsequent discourse has concentrated on 
the adequacy of the police response, specifically in terms of the resources available and tactics used. In this 
paper, we present a mathematical model of the disorder which can be used to examine the effect of varying 
policing arrangements. The model is capable of simulating and replicating the general emergent patterns of the 
events and focusses on three fundamental aspects: the apparently-contagious nature of riot participation; the 
relative positioning of suspect addresses and riot locations; and the deterrent effect of the police. We use the 
model to demonstrate that the spatial configuration of London meant that some areas were naturally at higher 
risk than others, implying the importance of spatial considerations when planning for such events. We also 
investigate the consequences of varying police numbers and reaction time for the outcome of such an event, 
which has the potential to guide policy in this area. 

• 15.10: Coffee, tea & cookies (School of Mathematics' foyer, level 9)

• 15.30-15.55: Mr. Sergio Morales (Warwick), “Tracking global optima in expensive dynamic  
environments using Gaussian processes generated response surfaces”
Abstract: Many  practical  optimization  problems are  dynamically  changing,  and  require  a  tracking  of   the  
global optimum over time. Tracking usually has to be quick, which excludes re-optimization from scratch  
every time the problem changes. Instead, it is important to make good use of the history of  the search even 
after the environment has changed. In this paper, we consider Efficient Global Optimization (EGO), a global  
search algorithm that is known to work well with only few function evaluations. It uses surrogate models of the 
fitness landscape for deciding where to sample next. In this paper, we propose and compare five methods of 
incorporating old and recent information in the surrogate models of EGO in order to accelerate the search for 
the global optima in a dynamically changing environment.  As we demonstrate,  exploiting old information as  
much as possible significantly improves the tracking behavior of the algorithm.

• 16.00-16.25: Dr. Bruce Edmonds (Manchester Met.), “Putting Social and Ecological  
Complexity Together”
Abstract: Both social and ecological systems are separately complex. However, to make progress with solving 
some of humanity's sustainability problems they need to be considered together, since many deep socio-
ecological problems arise from the interaction of the two. However most simulation models that tackle this area 
focus on one side or the other using basically simple representations for the other side. Here I present a 
simulation model that combines somewhat complex ecological and social models into one and report upon the 
results. The ecological side is represented by a 2D evolutionary meta-population model and the social side with 
a similar model but with added group-recognition and social learning abilities. It is thus a simulation of primitive 
organised hunter-gather human societies. The combined system exhibits several features know to have held 
for such societies and their effect upon their environment including: extinction of top-predators, sudden collapse 
of societies due to their undermining of their local ecologies, greatly increased uncertainty of outcome, and 
occasionally global devastation.

• 16.30-16.55: Dr. Jon Ward (Leeds), “Competition-induced criticality in a model of meme 
popularity in Twitter”
Abstract: A significant portion of many of our social lives are now played out online via social media, where we 
receive a constant barrage of messages and advertisements that compete for our attention. Occasionally 
pieces of online content, collectively known as memes, explode in popularity or "go viral". In this talk we 
consider this competition for popularity in the context of the micro-blogging service Twitter and present a simple 
"Ising"-like model of the spread of memes via tweets. We illustrate that this model gives rise to heavy tailed 
distributions of meme popularity, which we explain analytically using a critical branching process description.

• 17:00: Close

• 17:05: Wine and nibbles (School of Mathematics' foyer, level 9)


